Explore Tokyo

Stay

• Grand Hyatt Tokyo

Dine

• Tokyo has the most Michelin-starred restaurants of any city in the world.
• Sushi Yoshitake – Michelin 3-star sushi restaurant. With only seven seats at the sushi counter, it’s best to book ahead through your hotel concierge.
• Le Chateu de Joël Robuchon – Michelin 3-star French restaurant, located in a French 18th century-style chateau in the heart of Tokyo.
• New York Grill – Steakhouse on the 52nd floor of the Park Hyatt (featured in the movie Lost in Translation), offering sweeping views of Tokyo.
• Dazzle – Prepare to be dazzled at this dramatic Italian fusion eatery in Ginza.

Travel

The quickest way to get around sprawling Tokyo is by subway, one of the world’s cleanest and most efficient public transport systems. Taxis are also recommended, but can be pricey.

Explore

Must-see:
Tokyo Skytree, the world’s tallest free-standing tower; the historic Asakusa neighborhood and Senso-ji Temple; Shinjuku Gyoen National Garden; 21_21 Design Sight, Nezu, and Samurai Museums. Embrace Japan’s favorite national pastimes by watching a sumo wrestling match (held in January, May, and September), renting a private karaoke booth, or unwinding in an onsen (hot spring) bath.

Take a guided tour of Mount Fuji and Fuji Five Lakes, 2.5 hours from Tokyo by bus and bullet train.